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Dedicated to packaging solutions, Texin Pack Printing Co., Ltd is one of the fastest growing 
and most dynamic companies in packaging & printing industry. 

Focus on Flexible Packaging, we are getting stronger in our core business. Texin packaging 
bags & labels are widely used in food packaging, beverage, cosmetics packing, detergent, 
shampoo, etc. Our packaging and printing highlights consumption products. Texin packaging 
products extend the value of consumption products. With customerized design, our packaging can 
create whatever image your products needs, from traditional or conservative, to innovative and 
modern. 

Our company is equipped with a full set of automation high-speed color press and other 
advanced equipment ranging from 10 colors gravure press to to flexo press, from lamination 
machine to sealing machine. We have full capacity in production to ensure prompt delivery. 
Technology, quality and service are the elements that we can have access to the world. 

Currently we are selling packaging supplies to over 25 countries all over the world South 
America, Europe, Africa and Southeast Asia. A comprehensive sales network has been established 
accordingly through the years.
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Who We Are?

To make Texin become a worldwide well-known packaging 
printing company with top strength, while maintaining our 
guidelines and culture persistently as we grow.

Create a great work place and treat our employees with respect 
and dignity. 
Invest great efforts in technology innovation and provide 
high-quality products with high production standards.
Focus on every need of our customers, and fulfill the market with 
our enthusiasm. 
Profit lays the foundation of our development and thus quality 
improvement and cost control will permanently be the way to 
achieve further success in the future.

Our Mission

Guidelines



Packaging Bags
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●Materials are Eco-Friendly & Food grade
●Barrier and moisture-proof. With aluminum foil, our bags 
ensure that product inside is protected from UV light, oxygen 
and moisture 
●With a tear-notch for easy opening, and built-in ziplocks 
allow customers to re-close the bag after each use 
●Offer unprinted bags, Allows for easy label on the back 
panels and low cost.

Features of Stand Up Pouch:

Stand Up Pouch is a pouch that has a bottom gusset to 
support it standing up steadily. This is one of the most popular 
bags in packaging. It can maximize the exposure of images and 
minimize the cost of shelf display. With built-in ziplock, it can be 
open and closed easily. 

Stand Up Pouch

●Glossy finish: PET/AL/PE, PET/VMPET/PE, OPP/VMPET/PE 
●Transparent: PET/PE, NY/PE 
●Matte finish: OPP/AL/PE, PET/CPP, PET/NY/PE 
●Paper finish: Kraft paper/AL/PE 

Materials available for option:

●Portability with respect to common packaging
●Re-closable with cap 
●Shelf impact 
●Strong sealing strength, non-breakage, non leakage 
●Eco-friendly materials & Moisture proof, protect from light, 
gas barrier
●Sturdy bottom gusset of stand up pouch allows balance, 
make pouch stand straight 
●With reinforced structure, quad seal style helps hold the 
shape better

Features of Spout Pouch:

By integrating spout cap into flexible package, the spout 
pouch is ideal for liquid packaging. There are different types of 
spout pouch, such as stand up spout pouch, quad seal spout 
pouch and die cut spout pouch which are also suitable for milk, 
powders, gel, jelly, personal care and granular products. 

Spout Pouch

●Glossy finish: PET/AL/PE, PET/VMPET/PE, OPP/VMPET/PE 
●Transparent: PET/PE, NY/PE,PET/CPP 
●Matte finish: OPP/AL/PE,PET/CPP, PET/NY/PE 
●Paper finish: Kraft paper/AL/PE, Kraft paper/VMPET/PE

Materials available for option:



Packaging Bags 
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●Quad seal with zipper, side gusset to have 4 panels 
●Achieve great exposure of brands 
●Materials are Eco-Friendly, food grade 
●Barrier and moisture-proof structures 
●With a tear-notch for easy opening and built-in ziplocks allow 
customers to re-close the bag after each use 
●Allows for easy label on the back panels or valve application

Features of Quad-seal Bags:

Quad-seal bag is a bag sealed from the 4 corners with side 
gussets, which has four flat panels to display graphics. It 
presents a high class image. A zipper can be attached to the 
top of the bag which offers a powerful retail shelf compact 
combined with the reusability of the zipper bag. It is more 
economical than the flat bottom bag, while stiffer and stronger 
than normal side gusset bag. This bag is usually used for PET 
food coffee & tea packaging. 

Quad-seal Bags

●Glossy finish: PET/AL/PE, PET/VMPET/PE, OPP/VMPET/PE 
●Transparent: PET/PE, NY/PE,PET/CPP 
●Matte finish: OPP/AL/PE,PET/CPP, PET/NY/PE 
●Paper finish: Kraft paper/AL/PE, Kraft paper/VMPET/PE

Materials available for option:

●Side gusset to have 4 panels with lower cost 
●Achieve great exposure of brands 
●Materials are Eco-Friendly, food grade 
●Barrier and moisture-proof structures 
●With a tear-notch for easy opening 
●Allows for easy label on the back panels or valve application

Features of Side-gusset Bag:

This is a normal Side-gusset Bag that is much more seen 
on shelf because of its competitive lower cost. It also has four 
flat panels to express images of products inside. This bag is 
widely used for food, snacks, coffee & tea, grocery and protein 
powder packaging.

Side-gusset Bag

●Glossy finish: PET/AL/PE, PET/VMPET/PE, OPP/VMPET/PE 
●Transparent: PET/PE, NY/PE,PET/CPP 
●Matte finish: OPP/AL/PE,PET/CPP, PET/NY/PE 
●Paper finish: Kraft paper/AL/PE, Kraft paper/VMPET/PE

Materials available for option:



Packaging Bags
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●Flat bottom/Square bottom with zipper, quad seal 
●Display maximum exposure of brands 
●Materials are Eco-Friendly, food grade 
●Barrier and moisture-proof structures 
●With a tear-notch for easy opening and built-in ziplocks allow 
customers to re-close the bag after each use 
●Allows for easy label on the back panels or valve application

Features of Flat Bottom Bag:

Flat bottom bag has a flat bottom which allows it standing 
up. It is also called '8 sides sealed bag which reinforce its 
structure. With 5 panels, it also display a miximum exposure of 
images. A zipper can be also attached to the top of the bag 
which offers a powerful retail shelf compact combined with the 
reusability of the standing zipper bag.This bag is usually used 
for PET food packaging.

Flat Bottom Bag

●Glossy finish: PET/AL/PE, PET/VMPET/PE, OPP/VMPET/PE 
●Transparent: PET/PE, NY/PE,PET/CPP 
●Matte finish: OPP/AL/PE,PET/CPP, PET/NY/PE 
●Paper finish: Kraft paper/AL/PE, Kraft paper/VMPET/PE

Materials available for option:

●Most competitive cost, suitable for auto filling 
●Eco-friendly and food grade materials 
●Heat sealing & excellent printing 
●Moisture proof, protect from light, gas barrier 
●Strong sealing strength, non-breakage, non leakage

Features of Pillow Bag:

Pillow Bag is the most common packaging that three sides 
are sealed leaving one side open for filling. It is also called 
three sides sealed sachet. Due to the most simple structure, it 
is the most cost competitive packaging. Pillow bags are used 
for food, snack, personal care, masks, beverage, etc. It comes 
as roll stock film in most case to feed auto filling machines.

Pillow Bag

●Glossy finish: PET/AL/PE, PET/VMPET/PE, OPP/VMPET/PE 
●Transparent: PET/PE, NY/PE,PET/CPP 
●Matte finish: OPP/AL/PE,PET/CPP, Matte PET/NY/PE, Matte 
PET/VMPET/PE

Materials available for option:
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●Easy opening and reuseable 
●Suitable for most of packaging applications
●Eco-friendly and food grade materials 
●Heat sealing & excellent printing 
●Moisture proof, protect from light, gas barrier 
●Strong sealing strength, non-breakage, non leakage

Features of Zipper Bags:

As the name implied, the zipper bag is equipped with a 
zipper on the top for easy opening and reusable purpose. After 
it is being open from the tearing notch, it can be closed up again 
with the zipper. It could come in different shapes and sizes for 
use with different products. The zipper can be attached to most 
of bag types, such as flat pouch, stand up pouch, pillow bags, 
quad seal bags, and flat bottom bags.

Zipper Bags

●Glossy finish: PET/AL/PE, PET/VMPET/PE, OPP/VMPET/PE 
●Transparent: PET/PE, NY/PE, PET/CPP, OPP/CPP 
●Matte finish: OPP/AL/PE,PET/CPP, Matte PET/NY/PE, Matte 
PET/VMPET/PE 

Materials available for option:

●Materials are Eco-Friendly, food grade 
●High tensile strength, low temperature heat sealability 
●Barrier and moisture-proof, UV light proof, oxygen and 
moisture proof.

Features of Aluminum Foil Bag

Aluminum foil is a kind of most common materials in the 
structure of flexible packaging that is lined with the inside of the 
packaging. For example, a three layers PET/AL/PE, aluminum 
foil is usually laminated in the middle of the structure. Aluminum 
foil bag refers to those bags made of the this material that has 
a high barrier & moisture-proof features.

Aluminum Foil Bag

●Glossy finish: PET/AL/PE, PET/VMPET/PE, OPP/VMPET/PE 
●Matte finish: OPP/AL/PE, OPP/VMPET/PE 
●Paper finish: Kraft paper/AL/PE, Kraft paper/VMPET/PE

Materials available for option:
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●Custom shapes to attract more attention on shelf 
●Eco-friendly and food grade materials 
●Heat sealing & excellent printing 
●Anti-static, anti-UV, moisture and oxygen barrier, cold oil 
temperature resistant 
●Strong sealing strength, non-breakage, non leakage 
●With zipper & spout options

Features of Die Cut Pouch:

Die Cut Pouch is a shaped pouch that comes as a custom 
shape as to achieve a delight and eye-catching presentation. 
There a flat die cut pouch and stand up die cut pouch. 

It used for milk, beverage, personal care, powders 
packaging, etc. It has a great shelf impact

Die Cut Pouch

●Glossy finish: PET/AL/PE, PET/VMPET/PE, OPP/VMPET/PE 
●Transparent: PET/PE, NY/PE,PET/CPP 
●Matte finish: OPP/AL/PE,PET/CPP, Matte PET/NY/PE, Matte 
PET/VMPET/PE 
●Paper finish: Kraft paper/AL/PE, Kraft paper/VMPET/PE 

Materials available for option:

●Eco-Friendly & biodegradable, food grade materials 
●High tensile strength, low temperature heat sealability 
●Barrier and moisture-proof, UV light proof, oxygen and 
moisture proof. 
●Zipper and valves can be attached for different applications

Features of Kraft Paper Pouch:

More and more biodegradable materials are used in 
flexible packaging. Kraft paper is one that is laminated to 
present a eco-look. Kraft Paper Pouch has both eco-friendly 
and barrier of laminated packagings. In some cases, a window 
is created to allow the transparency of the bags.

Kraft Paper Pouch

●1 ply: Pure Kraft paper 
●2 ply: Kraft paper/PE 
●3 ply: Kraft paper/AL/PE, Kraft paper/VMPET/PE 
●4 ply: OPP/Kraft/AL/PE 

Material structures available for option:
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●1.5L-220L Big volume capacity 
●Re-closable with cap 
●Reduce packaging and transportation cost, easy storage 
●Strong sealing strength, non-breakage, non leakage 
●Eco-friendly materials & Moisture proof, protect from light, 
gas barrier

Features of Bag In Box:

A Bag In Box (Abbreviated as BIB) is a type of packaging 
for the storage and transportation of liquids. It is a bag in large 
volume seated inside a corrugated cardboard box. The Bag In 
Box is suitable for many packaging applications. It is used for 
syrup, juice, soft drink fountains, ketchup, mustard, sauce, 
sulfuric acid, water, seasonings, oil, wine, food additives, 
pesticides, liquid fertilizer, chemical and pharmaceutical 
reagents, etc.

Bag In Box

PET/NY/PE, VMPET/LLDPE+LLDPE, 
LLDPE/EVOH/LLDPE+LDPE, 
PA/LLDPE+LLDPE, 
LLDPE/VMPET-HD/LLDPE+LLDPE+LLDPE, 
LLDPE/VMPET-HD/LLDPE+LLDPE+LLDPE

Materials available for option:

●Fast run, lower cost good for consumer goods 
●Eco-friendly & food grade materials 
●Heat sealing & excellent printing 
●Zipper can be attached to rolls 
●Strong sealing strength, non-breakage, non leakage

Features of Roll Stock Films:

Roll Stock Films is not a finished packaging form that is 
used in auto filling applications. It is lower cost and suitable for 
fast run and consumer goods. There is always eyemarks on the 
roll that is identified by the filling machine for precise cutting 
and sealing purpose

Roll Stock Films

●Glossy finish: PET/AL/PE, PET/VMPET/PE, 
OPP/VMPET/PE 
●Transparent: PET/PE, NY/PE,PET/CPP 
●Matte finish: OPP/AL/PE,PET/CPP, PET/NY/PE 
●Paper finish: Kraft paper/AL/PE, Kraft paper/VMPET/PE

Materials available for option:
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A shrink label is a sleeve (seamed in a form with top and 
bottom open) which is applied to a container (bottle, can, pump, 
flask, etc), and it is being shrunk with heat to conforms the 
contours of the container tightly resulting in a smooth, quality 
display. Shrink sleeve packaging is often seen in beverage, 
health care, food and household industries and allows 
complete decoration of your product in a rich range of colours. 

Today most of major bands use multi pack shrink sleeve as 
a powerful promotional tool to increase the sales and make their 
products well established among competitors. PE Shrink film is 
seamed into promotional sleeves and items are put inside. With 
the application of heat, multi-pack shrink sleeve begins to shrink 
and conform tightly to the shape of the packaged items holding 
several items together tightly. It is especially useful for ‘Buy One 
Get One Free’ promotions purpose or put several products 
together for price-driven sales and easy carrying. It offers a 
strong shelf appeal in the supermarkets.

* Present sale appeal naturally
* 360 degree branding
* Theft resistant
* Buy one get one free promotion.
* Cover and print barcode 
* Difficult pack combinations 

Promotional Shrink Sleeves(Multi Pack Sleeves)

Advantages of multi-pack Sleeves:

* Maximum Shelf impact and appeal. 
* High quality decoration. 
* PET shrink labels offers quality decoration of unusual sapes 
* Suitable for all container substrates – metal, glass and PET. 
* Reduced inventory costs. 
* With temper evident function to protect the products
* Incorporate tamper evidence to seal lids or caps
* Promotional message can be printed inside the shrink label 
* Muti-pack for promotional purpose
* Low origination costs 
* 360 degree and top-to-toe decoration for entire product, – 
make every surface appealing.
* Gravure, Flexo printing. 
* Special effects such as thermochromic 
* Up to 10-color printing with a revolutionary color matching 
system 
* Specialty inks – metallics, pearlescent, thermatics, matte 
finishes (for an "etched glass" look) 
* Laser-engraved rotogravure cylinders for precise printing 
and registration 
* State-of-the-art in-house prepress

Features of Shrink Labels:

Heat Shrink Labels


